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„Education – a Journey in Time”
LLP Comenius Multilateral Partnership
Objectives:
• Identifying the existing similarities
and differences among the educational systems of which the participating schools belong to
• Understanding the cultural and
historical context of the evolution of
the educational system in the countries
represented by the partner schools
• Analysing strategies for ensuring
quality in education
• Finding solutions for an efficient inclusive education
• Consolidating the partnership
between Family, Community and
School in order to promote a system
of common educational values
• Building a solid and long lasting
relationship between the participating
schools
• Ensuring the active participation
of the parents, the local community,
other institutions and companies in
the project activities in the dissemination of information
• Improving the students’ and teachers’ knowledge of English
• To foster independent thinking
in the participating students, and to
encourage them to take responsibility
for devising and taking projects to
their conclusion

Project meetings:
• My School – Iaşi, Romania, the 15th – the 22nd of October, 2010
• The Education System in my Country – Smolyan, Bulgaria, the 13th –
the 20th of December, 2010
• Educational Patterns - Tradition and Innovation – Budapest, Hungary, the 1st – the 8th of February, 2011
• The Educational Support for a Future Career and the Consolidation of
an Educational Partnership between Family-Community-School – Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland, the 16th – the 23rd of May, 2011
• The Beginnings of the Education System – Milas, Turkey, the 10th –
the 17th of October, 2011
• The Quality in Education: Tools, Methods, Improvement Measures –
Bünde, Germany, the 30th of January – the 5th of February, 2012
• The Inclusive Education (equal chances for minorities, for students
with special needs, with risk of social exclusion, immigrants etc.) – the 1st –
the 8th of May, United Kingdom, 2012

• To foster communication skills,
IT skills, and overall confidence in
the participating staff and students
Results and outcomes:
• PowerPoint and video presentations on the topics of the project
meetings;
• School mini-shows including
role-plays about educational patterns
or illustration of traditional costumes/dances/songs of minorities
• Exhibition-contest "The one beside(s) us" (photos/drawings)
• Project magazine
• Website
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Education – a Journey in Time

Grup Şcolar "Virgil Madgearu", Iaşi, Romania

The Support given by my School
for my Professional Future
One of the main priorities of the
Romanian school, thus, of our school
too, is the professional orientation of
students. What is professional orientation for me? It means channelling a
student towards the profession which
suits him / her best, but in the same
time taking into account real life – the
employment possibilities. My school
“Virgil Madgearu” High-school offers
students not only different specializations for future careers (in commerce,
tourism and services), but also a professional certificate which may provide
the chance of a job immediately after
finishing high school. This is why I
have had the drive to follow this professional path.

First of all, professional orientation
is supported in my school by the sheer
existence of numerous specialized
subjects in our curricula (Marketing,
Accounting, Tourism Agency Organization, etc.). These subjects enhance
and develop specific skills by careful
planning and professional undergoing
of those lessons.
Secondly, students take part in
classes of practical training in the
school’s laboratories and in partnerships with different hotels and tourism
agencies. Even now, my class is part
of such a project, financially supported
by the European Union, in which our
school has as partners a number of
hotels, restaurants and tourism agencies
in Iasi. I can say that I have felt the
benefits of these activities in which we
combine theory and practice and we
had a different approach on the field in
which we should work after we finish
high-school. Thus, my teachers have
always known their purpose in helping
students, giving them valid information and training.
2

A different experience, but a highly
appreciated one, was my participation
in Education – a Journey in Time
Comenius project, in which I have
had the opportunity to meet students
and teachers from several countries,
to use English intensively, to learn
about other places, cultures, mentalities and visions. In addition to this
project that allows direct face-to-face
communication with foreigners, last
semester I was part of another project,
Tool Tipls (Tool to Improve Transparency of Professional Language
Skills), a Leonardo da Vinci Lifelong
Learning Programme. The aim of the
project was developing professional
English language (as lingua franca)
skills in the selected target sectors of
the Hospitality industry. My participant
colleagues and I communicated on-line,
using Skype, with students from Latvia,
role-playing real dialogues in the hospitality industry and thus using specialized vocabulary. I am positively
sure that my participation in all these
projects will ensure future relevant
levels of foreign language competences for me and they will help me
when I seek employment in the field
of Tourism.
Furthermore, another way in which
I have felt supported in my choice for
a future career was through the help
of my class master. She has always
supported us in our professional orientation, both by giving clear information about the economic realities
of our educational and professional
society (partnerships with universities,
flyers, informative videos) and by helping us discover our strong and weak
points. Thus, I have been helped by my
school and by my parents in choosing
the field that best corresponds with
my intellectual potential and skills,
but also with my professional aims.
However, I also consider that we,
as students, should gather information
from other sources, sometimes rely
on our instincts and especially follow
our professional dreams.
Crina Bianca Cozma, Grade 11 C,
coordinated by Anca Patrichi,
teacher of English

Professional Training
in School
Students’ professional training is
done in technological high-schools
through the Framework Educational
Plan. This has got three components,
the percentage of specialized training
ranging between 38.59% and 52.71%
of the whole.
1. Common Core, which is formed
of the common subjects for the majority of fields, offering general fundamental education.
2. Differentiated Curriculum, having the purpose of developing key
skills and general skills needed for
obtaining professional qualifications.
It gathers a group of subjects/ specific modules for general professional
training (theoretical and practical),
its percentage being one third of the
class total. The weekly practical activity
takes place both in the technological
laboratories or in the school-workshops and at economic agents.
3. Local Development Curriculum, which is formed of the classes
set to develop the curricular offer of
our school. This curriculum is covered
in 90-150 classes of practical combined training, performed at chainstores, restaurants, hotels, tourism
agencies, other economic agents.

A practical method used at the
superior level in high-school is “The
Case Study Firm”, a pedagogical concept based on practical study. It is a
simulation of a real firm, which can
be made through the direct involvement of a coordinating teacher and
the activity ends with a contest –
“The Case Study Firms’ Fair”, enabling students to develop key skills,
which will allow them to succeed in
the real world.
Liana Jescu

LLP Comenius multilateral school partnership

The School - Community Partnership
Promoting partnerships between
the school and the community represents a long-term educational strategy,
thus “Virgil Madgearu” High-school is
member in partnerships with governmental and non-governmental organizations, mass media, firms and
economic agents.
Our school’s partnership with Junior
Achievement Romania, the most dynamic international economic education organization, gives students
the opportunity to take part in financial
educational programs, economic and
career education and entrepreneurship education.
Considering our school’s specialization in Services, we also had as a
priority the partnership with the County
Council for Consumer Protection, consisting in informing activities, counselling and educating young people on
specific topics related to consumers’
protection field, within specialized
training as well as during extracurricular activities.
Another beneficial partnership was
the one undergone with the Environ-

mental Protection Agency in Iasi and
the Corona Foundation which had as a
purpose educating the young to protect
the environment. Furthermore, to stimulate and encourage the young people’s
cultural activity other partnerships
have been signed with the European
Centre for Culture and Education
„Artemis”, with the University Central
Library, the County Library, the Romanian Literature Museum, the Natural History Museum, the “Luceafărul”
Theatre or “the Athenaeum”.
In order to promote health education, our school collaborates within
a partnership with the Public Health
Institution, the “Beside You” Association and the Anti-Drug Centre in
Iaşi. The educational project entitled
“School, Family, Community – Efficiency without Violence” which promotes volunteering, aims to raise awareness against school and community
violence. It is supported by other partnership contracts with the County Police
Inspectorate in Iaşi, with “Vasile Pavelcu” High-school, which has students
with hearing disabilities, and with
“Saving Children” Organization.

Moreover, another priority for us is
the partnership with the Church, which
has as purposes perfecting the Christian education of the young, aiming to
form positive character traits and cultivating a moral religious behaviour.
Forming the character and the
personality of teenagers needs a complex approach and the involvement, on
the basis of partnerships, of all those
responsible for our children’s future.
Our school is well-rooted in the society it serves, coming forth to meet
its needs and in its turn the school is
supported by our entire community,
through its representative figures.
Liana Jescu, teacher
of Economic subjects

The Family - School Partnership
The relationship between my school and the families of the students who study here has been a permanent preoccupation of parents and of the school board.
With the help of the parents committee of my class the aesthetical and administrative conditions of the classroom
have been improved, and therefore, the pleasant atmosphere leads to a favourable learning environment.
The president of the parents committee is part of the school’s Parents Council, who plays a very important role in our
institution because the president is also part of the School Administrative Council and the Evaluation and Quality Assurance Committee. At the moment, efforts are made to organize a Parents Association into a Non-Government Organization,
through which we hope to improve the family-school relationship and to draw funds to increase the quality of the educational process in our school.
I must, however, state that not all parents show availability in supporting school activities. A very important part in
this relationship is played by the regular meetings, organized by the class-masters, and the special weekly hour for parent
counselling. Still, only some parents can attend, but in these cases other means of communication are used.
My class has participated in many extracurricular activities, which were made possible thanks to parental support.
They have insured material support and, thanks to them, we could positively respond to teacher initiatives, whatever
they were: trips, visits to different cultural objectives, contests or charity events (e.g. bringing gifts to suffering children
and awaiting pilgrims at the St. Mary Children’s Emergency Hospital and during St. Paraskeva’s Days, respectively. Both
activities have become a tradition for our class, and they prove that the relationship between community and family is a
functional one. These are not isolated cases, because the parents’ involvement is present in the majority of classes, thanks
to the class committees.
This is why I consider we have to make continuous efforts to improve the quality of the educational process and to
maintain or develop the relationship between school and parents. This thing will be made possible only through constant
openness on both sides, and I believe that we, students, play a very important part as a connection between the two parts.

Andreea Petruşcă, Grade 11 C, coordinated by Mihaela Ţurcănaşu, teacher of History
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Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg, Bünde, Germany

Together for a Better Education
The Erich Gutenberg-Berufskolleg
is a vocational college in the field of
business and administration with
approximately 1700 students and 90
teachers. Our students are either
part-time students within the German dual system, which means that
they have an apprenticeship-contract
with a local company where they receive their practical work experience.
In our college we provide the theoretical background training. All other
students attend full-time courses to
achieve a higher general qualification
within the German educational system
in combination with vocational skills
in the field of business and administration. The degrees can vary from
the General Certificate of Secondary
Education up to the General Qualification for University Entrance.
Our aim is to offer our students
an education as close as possible to
business reality, so that we regard a
close cooperation with regional companies and institutions as inevitable.
Career Orientation Training
Our full-time students receive a
career-orientation-training to give
them an effective support for their
career choices. We work together with
the local job agency, various personnel
managers of local companies and
with universities that offer business
related studies. One step in this
training is to enable our students to

write application letters and Curriculum Vitaes that meet the current
requirements of employers. We offer
workshops in cooperation with human
resource departments in which the
students can develop their personal
application material and we revise
all of their materials during their
application process.
A further element of this training
is the simulation of job interviews
with personnel managers who act out
interviews and assessment centers
very similar to real situations. Some of
the company representatives invite
our students to their premises, others
come to our college and implement
the workshops there.
The third element is the visit of
information days at the local univer-

sities. Here our students have the
possibility to receive an overview over
study offers, to attend individual
career counselors and to inform themselves about life at university in general.
Transfer of knowledge between
companies and college
The transfer of knowledge between
our college and the local companies
does not work arbitrarily but has an
institutionalized basis which has
been initiated by the regional school
authority.
The aims of this project are:
• Sustainable improvement of the
quality of lessons for our students.
• Support of the idea of cooperation
between the dual partners.
• Circular exchange of material
taken from business reality for college
lessons.
• Implementation of mutual online-platforms (exchange, communication, vocational training).
Internships
All our students on their way to
their later job have the obligation to
do at least one period of practical experience in one of the local companies.
They are hereby given the chance to
gain an insight into the various jobs
offered and to reflect their own career
plans in evaluation of the practical

experiences.
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Apart from that our students have
an additional important opportunity to
present themselves to eventual future
employers. As they will face a hard
competition on the labour market
every contact to companies can be of
advantage.
Not only our students do internships. Our teachers are also offered
the chance to keep their knowledge
up-to-date. Especially those teachers
who work in the field of dual-systemtraining regularly spend a certain
time in local companies.
Cooperation with local schools
When our students enter the ErichGutenberg-Berufskolleg they have
finished their secondary education
years 5-10. To make the transition into
our college effective and successful
we have developed a well-organized
cooperation with all local schools with
10th grade students. We exchange standards and competence profiles to make
sure that our new students are able
to start in our college without any
need to catch up.
Apart from that we want to give
all 10th grade students of our region
the possibility of extensive information about the range of educational
chances that we and other vocational
colleges offer in our region. It is our
aim to give this information as early
as possible to avoid wrong career decisions. We have set up various information teams of teachers who
attend information fairs in 10th grade
schools for students and parents.
Parents
Although a majority of our students
are of full age we have installed a regular
information system for the parents
of our students. Before making the
decision to attend our school we offer
various information events. Here we
inform parents and students about
educational opportunities we offer
them.
For our students we have developed
an elaborated system of counselling.
A team of school counsellors offer
help to students who have problems
within school and also in other fields
like private problems. If possible we
also involve the parents into this
process of counselling.
Afra Gongoll
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Milas Anadolu Lisesi, Milas, Turkiye

The education supports the students
for their Future Careers
The place of School in Education
School is a place where education
and training activities are realized carefully, densely. A year training time
passes mostly in the classroom. The
teachers, students, programmes and
sources take place in the line of the
schools. For that reason, the training
quality is bound to the school direction
(management) and training materials'
quality. Meanwhile, training shouldn't
be limited with the school, because the
individual is in the society after school
hours. In that case, training has been
done firstly in the family, then in the
society and environment parallel to
the school. The important thing is that
training inside and outside the school
is in a harmony. For that reason, it needs
to have fusion between school and life
for training. Information, skills and
behaviours which are taught to the
students have been determined in advance at the schools where you can
control everything. These are gained
within the education activities by the
master teachers.
The duties of the guidance
service in education at school

The students gain a lot of information to take place in the society. We
can't ignore the duties of the guidance
in education, which addresses equally
to students, teachers and parents.
In spite of all efforts, there may be
some students who can't adapt the
school. For that reason, parents and
teachers must follow everything with
patience. The higher classes the students attend the harder problems you
can have. This time, the teachers' help
may be insufficient. In this point,
school guidance teacher works hard.
6

Parents – teachers – school directors
must be together in every event.
If the students have positive feelings
related to the school, they will look
forward to attending the school after
summer holiday. They run to their
schools to reach to their favourite teachers, and their friends. They want to
have school activities beforehand.
Students give the school great
importance
All the students and parents who
meet the school circumstances at first
time get excited a lot and wonder what
will happen, so they can worry relatively. But in a short time, some of
them turn their worrying into pleasant
feeling. The students meeting the school
circumstances at the first time have
negativeness. They overcome it with
the help of their teachers' conscious
approach easily. The communication
language used by the teacher is an important item to make it easy. It is also
important that parents believe in the
schools and teachers and they make
their children feel this idea. The attractiveness of the school circumstances,
the suitable behaviours of the teachers
and school directors make the students adapt to the school easily. Their
pleasure is bound to the school headmaster, psychologists, teachers, shortly
everybody at school.
On the other hand, a few students
can worry about the holiday which is
on the point of finishing. They don't
want their holiday to finish because
they think about the negative sides of
school. But they have to start the school
like their friends. These students
attend the school unwillingly. The reason of being unwilling to the school
may be the negative sides which they
have in their families, teachers or their
friends.
A conscious education approach
should be shown to the students not to
make the education and training year
terrible in the early days of the session.
In the following days these students
should be helped by finding the problem

and solving in a short time and you
can make them happy when they are
at school. There are a lot of known and
unknown reasons which make the students adapt to the schools. A student's
success and adaptation depends on his
school acceptance. His school acceptance affects his regular studies such as
doing homework, going to school on
time and taking care of his responsibilities. On the other hand, the school's
buildings, the teacher’s education
level, the social institution qualities reflected by the school are very important items for a student to adapt to the
school. The park places, the game gardens, sports fields, the technological
games, the computer's unlimited attraction should take place at the schools.
The schools shouldn't be the places
where students have to attend. They
would like to go to the school willingly.

Other students’ activities
The schools aren't only the education
institutions. School life highly affects
the child's discipline. His responsibility
develops from the early ages of the
child. He learns how to behave or be
social in the school circumstances .He
learns feelings such as loving, being
loved at school. He learns acceptance
and refusal to something or somebody
day by day, year by year.
The airy classrooms full of lesson
materials, workshops where students
can develop their handworks, and laboratories, music rooms, sports halls,
outdoor and indoor activity places
make a school privileged. The schools
which exist due to the students should
be an institution which gives importance to their desires, interests and
wishes, and they should be open for
their proposals.

LLP Comenius multilateral school partnership

The School – Community Cooperation
Community is the most important
factor after family on educating students. But it is generally put into second
position because of its informal peculiarity. But to bring up students as a
part of society, parallel with the changes
and development in the world it is
impossible without school community and family collaboration.
Today it is known that to be more
successful, school must follow society, modern life and every progress
in the world. If a school shares its
goal with the community, it can take
the support of community.
In Turkey there are a lot of volunteers who help Turkish Education,
schools or directly students in many
fields. Community arranges a lot of
activities such as seminars on educational fields, career assistance, building
maintenance and many more.
Besides families and schools the
community can be an important resource for students. Community leaders
are interested in schools and can support your school or a project which is
done by your school.
The community can support your
work in many ways:

• Community supports the school
with properties and serving to the school
• It provides some professions
for the school to introduce the jobs.
• Community supports the poor
students financially and provides
scholarship
• You can find the materials from
the near schools or institutions.
• You can solve your problem related to the technology in the private
institutions.
• When you need to transport
your students for a school excursion,
some transport operator or other

The Educational Partnership
between Family - School
Parents’ involvement is one of the
most significant items which affect
the students’ school success and future
career. Students’ school success is not
only due to the activities at school
but also due to the parents. Parents
can add valuable contribution to their
children outside the school. There
are some useful ways that help the
students' success. Parents can overcome some problems related to their
children in order to provide school
success. In this way, family-school
cooperation is important. There are
some possible methods developed
by the authorities.

School - Family partnership makes
the students more successful, have
encouragement, self-esteem and the
changing of behaviours. On the other
hand, family is a main determinant for
children to develop the positive treatments between the school and teachers.
The School – Family Cooperation
The success of students is bound
to their families and community. If
parents are interested in their children,
those children can be more successful
than the others. The school directors
need to give professional information
to the students, in this way they must
support the students in their academic choices.
A school needs families’ help to
make their children more successful.
The School – Family cooperation and
School – Protection cooperation work
together. The School – Family cooperation includes headmaster, assistants, teachers and student parents.

volunteers who have vehicles meet
your transport needs.
• Some classes are provided in
the institutions related to the subjects.
It may be done as an internship
These should be done because the
school grows up the students who
belong to the society and then gives
them back to the society. These kinds
of activities make the students know
the natural sources and the raw materials which provide the industrial
improvement. Public relationship provides the students some information
about the careers, professions and
positive thought of their schools.
The purpose of the School – Family
cooperation is to strengthen the relations between school and family
and then to take some precautions
for the students to be more successful.
The Branches of the School Family Cooperation are:
Among the School – Family cooperation's duties one can consider:
• To give the students the nation
love, citizen love, flag love and human
being love and to teach them to be
neat, honest, kind and respectful;
• To inform the parents about the
school's aim and programmes and
the education rules;
• To assure equal chances to all
students, in order to increase their
success;
• To find the necessary precautions
for children with special needs;
• To cooperate with the school
headmaster and parents to evaluate
their free time well, to be healthy,
not to have infectious illnesses;
• To contribute to the activities
done at the end of the year at school.
Satiye & Şakir Ertuĝrul
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Vásárhelyi Pál Kereskedelmi Szakközépiskola,
Budapest, Hungary

Connections / Relationship of the school
with parents and local organisations
During the time while children are
in different institutions as to their age
– kindergarten, nursery, primary /
secondary schools – they are taught
accordingly. It is very important to be
aware of that there can be some
problems that only the school cannot
solve alone. The teacher should pay
attention to the children, know their
parents – if possible quite well – so they
can recognise if there is something
bad that happened to the children.
In the family the divorce is a very
frequent and risky event. The young

8

generation – in most cases – can’t apply
him - or herself to the new situation,
perhaps because of a new „parent”
(father or mother). This can be a source
of unfavourable changes in the child’s
attitude, e.g. he/she may start playing
the hooky, a lot of times is absent
from school and finds him- or herself
in the company of other young ones
who do not have a good effect on
them. In such a case, as teachers do
not have to only teach the students
but partly do the work of bringing
them up respectively educate in a hu-

manistic way, they will notice if the
behaviour is not the usual. They must
try to get the children’s confidence, if
the young ones know that they can
trust in their teachers, they open and
tell them their problems, if not, they
stay introvert. However, talking about
problems helps to solve them.
It is a very good solution if the
school has got a psychologist in the
staff. This way help can be provided
any time if necessary and even more
keeping connection with parents is
also easier under the guidance of the
appropriate specialized expert / teacher.
(In our school – at Vásárhelyi Pál Secondary Trade School we have such
personnel, one of the teachers of
English language, a quite young colleague, is a psychologist, as well. Her
age may be also useful, as a young one is
able to better understand the problems
of the adolescents and they may reveal
their problems for her more easily.)
The parents of the students cooperate with the school-management;
they take part in the elaboration of the
organisational and operation rules.
This is the board of parents. The connection between the students and
school-management is represented by
the students’ self-government; the request relating to the introduction of a
new regulation or just stopping an already existing one belongs to the field
of its activity as well as trying to make
accepted e.g. a new idea for the improvement of something or helping
somebody to reach better results, etc.
In Hungary there are some institutions – first of all the Pedagogical
Institute - that are particularly involved in the work of dealing with
such cases as e.g.:
- The student is of special education needs – SNI – for any reason (because of physical, mental or moral
matters, bad family background –
poverty or low educational level of the

LLP Comenius multilateral school partnership

environment, etc.). General aspect is
that such students must be integrated
into the school’s learning community,
unless something excludes it because
of that it is so serious or difficult and
there is no hope to improve the situation,
e.g. the physical state, the health conditions do not allow it;
- The students do not know themselves, therefore self-knowledge is
very important for them and it has to be
taught (this is e.g. realized in our school
within the frame of special extra lessons
by the psychologist teacher, the time

of the relevant meetings are always
agreed in advance );
- Taking care of the particularly
talented / gifted students and those
ones as well, who are in a disadvantageous situation, by providing possibilities for learning out of timetable
schedule in the afternoons on given
days of the week;
- If there is a provision of retraining facilities (this is a service offered
for the teachers’ vocational development in the interest of the sustainable
development);

- If there is a demand for financial
support of the participants who are
members of such courses of retraining
as mentioned above.
Our school tries to follow the students’ future possibilities of finding a
work place and if they were successful
in it get information about them, this
way to have a feedback in order to improve the methods of teaching them
and ensure a direct connection with
the channels of the labour market.
Irén Bikády Udvardy

Learning at School – Career building
In Hungary, in general, 8 years of
primary school studies are followed
by 4 additional years of learning until
the final exam. After that more training
is possible at high level educational
institutions.
It is very rarely that young ones
already know very early what they
would like to be, what profession to
choose. The school – even on lower
level could provide an effective help
to reveal how talented and how much
interested a child is in a certain field.
Normally before school, already in
kindergarten the relevant experts
help this work.
It is very useful because it is more
than important to find out which places
can someone provide the best performance during a lifetime. If the profession or work is joyful the better
achievement can be produced without effort, the feeling of being bored

or forced to do something that one
wouldn’t do otherwise.
It is the particular responsibility of
the teachers to discover the extra abilities of the students and ensure more
opportunities to develop their knowledge, to practice all that have been
learnt theoretically.
At the end of the secondary school
studies there is the possibility to pay a
visit at the universities, high schools
within the frame of the so-called „Open
days” when those who are interested
in studying at the given advancedlevel educational institute may obtain
more detailed information about the
faculty they would like to be a graduate of.
During the educational period of
getting closer to the completion of
high-level studies the candidates may
observe the process of job-piloting,
such events are organised every year

at about the end of the learning semester. There are companies that are
specialized for career advisory activity,
too. Others are dealing with human
resources, manpower and labour force;
the „head-hunter” companies are among
them.
Web sites show how to prepare a
perfect professional CV and write the
motivation letter belonging to it. Other
pages give a long list of the job vacancies;
there are ads in many newspapers and
magazines.
However, we must not forget a very
typical and important way of being
able to find a good work place. While
one is looking for it and meets a lot of
people, familiars, new acquaintances
as well can be and really are very
useful.
Irén Bikády Udvardy
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Education – a Journey in Time

„Otets Paisiy” High School, Smolyan, Bulgaria

The Educational support for the Future Career
The world around us is constantly changing and evolving, there
is a continuous emergence of new
occupations and professions of the
people. In recent years we talk about
the career more and more, instead of
the work. The career covers all the
activities and progress of the man in
the professional field. The career path
includes the full man’s path from
childhood, during the education, the
period of active work by the time even
after retirement. Everyone must keep
pace with the new, to be well informed
and master new skills.
The systems of education and
training should offer a combination
of skills and competencies especially
in digital technology, technical skills
and literacy in the media.
The role of education and the
school is very important to prepare
students for the life and profession
to help them in choosing the appropriate education. The leading role is
learning foreign languages and computer technologies that help and facilitate communication, collection
and processing of information.
In our school „Otets Paisiy” there
are Compulsory and Free Elective
Subjects lessons where the students
can choose subjects to study. This
enhances them to teach the subjects
that correspond to their specific interests and capabilities. During their
training the students in 11th grade
participate in maintaining the school
site. This increases the skills and
competencies in the field of IT. A
concrete example of this school year
is a student who was invited to work
in a computer company after school
lessons.
Learning IT ends in 12th grade and
the students take the examination to
the licensing committee. Those who
successfully passed the exam receive
a certificate of computer literacy.
The education in the school has
an important role and it helps the
students in choosing the appropriate
further education In some classes
the students are introduced to the
well-known Bulgarian universities,
10

courses, admissions and opportunities
for their future careers.
Enhanced learning of Geography,
Economics, Biology, History, Bulgarian, English languages ends with
the appearance of the State Matriculation. Passing successfully the matriculation may be the entrance for
some universities.
Alternatively, the school provides
vocational education. Attractive is the
professional hairdressing class. In
12th grade students take an examination
at the Chamber of Crafts. The students passed successfully the exam
receive an evidence of formal qualifications. This increases the possibilities for starting a professional career
and even their own business.
Students learn football as main
subject and the specialized training
allows students to prepare for future
career in larger football clubs. Good
physical condition, coupled with appropriate education is an opportunity for a career in Police structures.
Education in secondary school is
important for practical skills and
habits. The using of different methods
of training classes and participation
of students in the lesson work helps
direct the formation of many useful
skills and knowledge. Teamwork in
classes, making presentations on various
topics, advice and homework given
and verified by electronic means may
be the beginning of a career.
Even the project intensified students, enabling them to communicate in English, to learn more about
other countries and people, to think
and plan their future events, activities
and projects.
In Bulgarian language lessons
the students learn how to write their CV.
This is important because it allows
pupils to self-assess their personal
qualities and abilities.
Meetings with writers, artists,
athletes, police officers, visits to museums and galleries, lectures by Regional Inspectorate for the Control
of Public Health, participation in activities of the Bulgarian Red Cross,
fill vacancies in the Regional Admi-

nistration for one day assist students
in choosing the appropriate education
and future careers.
Every year on 9th May in all secondary schools is held self-government.
The students occupy positions in a
day as a school director, assistant director, teachers, technical assistant,
school counsellor, security. So they
specifically pursue a profession in
one day. This makes students feel
important and useful.
On the 14th February 2011 the EU
Council of Education, Youth, Culture
and Sport at its regular meeting
approved Conclusion on the role of
education and training to implement
the Strategy Europe 2020. Education
and training will play a fundamental
role in achieving the "Europe 2020,
giving citizens the skills and competencies needed by European economy
and society. Note the urgent need for
quality upgrading and reforming education. Each Member State of the
Union should adopt a national program of reforms that contribute to
achieve the Strategy Europe 2020.
All this goes to improve the role
of education as a basis and factor in
future career. Career opportunities
can make a man feel worthy and important to society and be real good
for yourself.
Marya Peevska
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The Family – School Partnership
In recent years, particularly topical
is the theme related to interaction
between school and family. Psychologists and educators from many
countries conclude that at least one
quarter of adolescents are now seriously threatened. According to research, these threatening trends result
from the interruption of dialogue in the
academic educational process between parents, students and teachers.
The immorality, coldness and contempt come in the human relationships. According to the concept of
dialogue, a real human is revealed only
in correctly communication. Responsibility in interpersonal verbal relations
is a prerequisite for a fruitful optimistic dialogue. Once the human world
is dialogical, it should be applied a
dialogical approach to theory and
practice in the education. Based on
research some new strategies and
approaches were confirmed for involving parents in educational work.
Progress has been made in many European countries. According to John
Cormick, “The education is too important to be left only to the teachers
and the parenting is too important to
be left only to the parents”. Starting

from this maxim, a lot of universities
and colleges establish some centres
for family, communities, schools and
children.
Especially popular is the model
of school-family relationship, which
includes five types of engagement:
• Main responsibility of the parents – to be liable for child’s health,
safety, control, discipline, leadership
and learning at home.
• Main responsibility of the schools
- to keep contact with home, with
family.
• Involvement of the parents in
the school as volunteer helpers and
observers of school events and school
performances.
• Parental involvement in school
activities at home.
• Parent participation in decision-making in school management.

The ambition of everyone connected with this problem is to ensure
success in educating students, regardless of social, economic or ethnic
characteristics of their families or
communities, care for the full development of the child - social, emotional,
physical and educational cognitive.
These problems determine the leading
role of the school in the school-family partnership. Parents are the first
teachers of their children because
they know best their interests, concerned about their good education.
That is why the school is this body,
which should attract the family as a
partner and assistant of the teachers
in the education of their children.
The resumption of the dialogue-school
will make teachers and parents socially engaged with issues of children
and students. The dialogue could be
with unlimited possibilities, if it was
stimulated by the wealth of intellect,
the emotions of beauty, precision of
style. It is a dialogue that does not go
out with his finish, but continues
despite our will. Then it becomes an
internal dialogue, „the communication
with ourselves”.
Violeta Krastanova

The Community – School Partnership
One of the main tasks of the transition to a democratic system of management in the school is the rebirth of
civil society that is able to create opportunities for more active public involvement in solving educational problems.
The principles on which it is built the relationship between school and public authorities are: - Democracy and
providing access to education for all people; - Continuity and respect the traditions of the Bulgarian school; - More
opportunities for differentiated learning.
The work of the school with the community is expressed as:
- Continuous-demand relationship with parents; - Cooperation with the Directorate of Social Assistance; - More
permanent work with Juvenile Delinquency Commission at Police Department; - Cooperation with Municipal
Commission for tackling antisocial behaviour of minors; - Realisation of joint projects and programs of the municipality and school; - Work with School Board.
The School board is a non-profit organization which is actively working to unite the efforts of parents and teachers
in solving problems of the school and to support: - Engage the public and institutions to study and solve the problems
of the children in school; - Organisation of events, programs, projects to improve the facilities and support the educational process; - More active cooperation with the heads and teaching staff of the school to implement the development strategy of the establishment.
In cooperation with the community the school seeks to: - Promoting activities of the school through the local press
and school newspaper; - Participation in public school projects; - Cooperation with municipal administrations,
companies and public organizations.
Task of the family, school and society is the young people to receive the necessary support and to promote healthy
and positive personalities and public ideals, to be prepared for the life. Public responsibility for the development of
young generation is to prepare its own life and its upbringing in the spirit of the ideas of peace, dignity, tolerance,
freedom, equality and solidarity.
Radka Simeonova
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Education – a Journey in Time

The International School and Community College,
East Birmingham, United Kingdom

School and Community
The International School and Community College in Birmingham has a
strong community ethos, in part promoted by our designation as a Specialist Business and Enterprise College
but also in part reflected by our diverse
enrolment.

without the support of their families
and may otherwise become homeless.
Similarly, our Year 9 students raise
money for the Salvation Army who
works with vulnerable homeless adults
in Birmingham.

Business & Enterprise Specialism

Local Services
Hospitality & Catering

Our specialism has had a very positive impact on the community. We
are fortunate in having very active
partnerships with a range of locally
based companies such as Birmingham
International Airport, Alcoa, NEC,
Frank Haslam Milan and the Kingfisher Nature Reserve. These partnerships have helped to strengthen our
curriculum for students (aged 14-18),
support our students’ learning and develop their self-confidence. For example, we have developed a range of ‘real
life’ projects with local employers
such as:
• The NEC (National Exhibition
Centre) and Birmingham International
Airport. Our students have contributed significantly to the Christmas art
exhibition at the NEC (which emerges
from our business links with the NEC).
We have also provided student artwork to enhance the office accommodation of one of our business partners.
• Alcoa (multinational aluminium
manufacturers) provides effective
support to our catering students by
providing opportunities to cater at a
range of local events. Alcoa is located
1 mile from our school and many
parents of students are employed by
Alcoa. They have also provided a grant
of £1,500 to develop a school allotment for students to grow their own
fruit and vegetables.
• FHM (Frank Haslam Milan construction) provide training opportunities in construction, as well as
providing speakers on careers and
specialist areas. FHM also provide
opportunities for students to develop
team building skills and an interview
process that leads to apprenticeships.
Local and National Governance
Our local MP Liam Byrne has made
a number of visits to the school and
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talked to staff and students about his
project called ‘Citizens of Character’.
During this project, some of our students were invited to London, to visit
No.10 and No.11 Downing Street.
The students were able to communicate what the school does to demonstrate how citizens can improve their
local community.
Our school has been steadily
working towards becoming more
environmentally friendly by reducing,
reusing and recycling our waste. We
have also planted over 60 trees with
40 to follow around the school grounds
to reduce the visual impact on the
community and provide ‘green’ learning
spaces, particularly for Science and
Geography. In recognition of our
efforts, we were awarded the BASIC21
Award (Birmingham, Action 21, Schools
Improvement Certificate) from Birmingham City Council. Our students
presented a three minute presentation
on our environment projects.
Local, National and
International Charity Work
In the past three years, we have
raised a total of £230 for the UN World
Food Programme and over £1000 for
Comic Relief. Moreover, to emphasise
community links, each year group
works with a number of local charities.
Our Year 7 students raise money for
Birmingham Dogs Home, collecting
canine treats and toys to donate to
abandoned dogs in Birmingham.
Our Year 8 students raise money for
St Basils (who work with young homeless people), collecting groceries and
toiletries to donate. This local charity
supports teenagers, who for various
reason, are starting out on their own

Our students are part of a local
project called the Eden Project. On a
two-acre piece of land, near to the
school that contained more than 130
tonnes of contaminated waste, a miniEden project was begun to teach students in the local area about growing
fruit and vegetables and using ecotechnology. This larger project supports our school allotment, providing
fruit and vegetables for use by our
catering students and also our main
canteen.
Our Year 11 catering students have
prepared and served many buffets
for local organisations and companies
using produce grown on the Eden
project and in our school allotment.
This includes an event to cater for up
to 30 Year 5 pupils and teaching staff
from The Oval primary School, (one
of our linked Primary Schools).
The Pump
The Pump is an organisation based
in the local community that is a hub of
youth work working closely with different partners (including our school)
to provide an integrated service to
young people and provide opportunities that inspire and motivate young
people. Our school runs a local hair
salon at the Pump and provides the
training to our students to become
hairdressers. Our students spend some
days in school on the theory behind
beauty and hairdressing and the remaining days working with local clients
at the Pump. Our school also runs the
café at the Pump and provides a lunchtime service from 10am-2pm from
Monday to Friday. Our catering students spend the mornings in school
on the theory of food preparation
and catering and the afternoons at
the Café serving local people.
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School and Career Development
The International School promotes
career development throughout all
year groups, from Year 7 to 13. This is
crucial because the school is located
in an area with high NEET figures
(students Not in Education, Employment or Training). Encouragingly,
through our efforts, the NEET figure
decreased from 14% in 2007, to 9%
in 2009.

A key reason for our application
for Business and Enterprise College
status was the belief that by this route
we would be able to raise aspirations
in our students and develop their selfconfidence. We have clear evidence
that a very large majority of our students have benefited from our specialism, as evidenced in improved
academic results, the skills developed

through working on ‘real life’ projects,
and opportunities to be enterprising.
As a consequence of our strong provision for ICT, by the time students
reach Year 11, they are able to apply
good levels of ICT capability in a
range of real-world contexts. This is
reflected in the fact that 80% of our
students have an ICT qualification at
end of compulsory education.
Through effective curriculum provision, students develop a good understanding of opportunities for further
education, training and career choice,
for example through:
• A very effective work experience
programme and our extensive range of
business links including Birmingham
Airport, the NEC, Frank Haslam Milan
and the British Army;
• Systematic participation in a
range of career events help prepare
students for option choices and possible career choices;
• One-to-one personal interviews
with a Connexions adviser (public
organisation tasked to provide careers
information to school and college
students nationally). Our school has
two full-time Connexions advisors;

• A variety of career talks by local
business men and women;
• A project where students prepare
CVs, complete application forms and
have practice interviews, all of which
involve our business partners (listed
above);
• Access to Kudos Software (a
database providing excellent levels
of career information and guidance
for many hundreds of careers).
Our students develop a good level
of wider skills such as working in
teams, solving problems, organising
activities and taking leadership roles,
for example through:
• A good range of vocational and
applied courses offered to students
aged 14-16;
• A good range of ‘real world’ projects which have practical outcomes
for students, and which require effective teamwork, and the development
of good communication and presentational skills;
• Our Business and Enterprise
days, in which students are involved
in a range of enhancement experiences,
the great majority of which require
effective teamwork and problem
solving.

School and Family
The International School is in an
economically and socially deprived
area of England. The school proactively
works with our families to promote
life-long education and raise achievement and aspirations of our children.
Part of building a positive home-school
relationship is effective communication.
We send home summary reports biannually and full written reports annually before inviting families into
school to discuss their child’s progress.
This happens for all children, aged
11-18; and is focused on pastoral care
(hosted by their form tutor and coform tutor) and on the curriculum
(typically on strengths/weaknesses in
learning hosted by their subject teachers). Every year, an awards evening
is held to recognise the highest achievements of our students. Parents and
local dignitaries (e.g. councillors) attend
the awards evening and it increases
parental perceptions of the school.

More targeted parental involvement takes place in some initiatives
to improve student attainment. Events
like Making the Grade encourage parents to support their 14-16 year old
in their GCSE examinations, by inviting
them into school to work with their
child. Similarly, the ENGMA programme focuses on numeracy and
encourages parents and students to
develop their mathematical skills together, with the aim of supporting
the child in their GCSE examinations.
For grandparents, we run ICT
lessons, particularly focused on using
the internet and email. The ‘silver
surfer’ club provides an opportunity
for our Year 12 and 13 (aged 16-18)
students to work with elderly members
of the community in developing the
skills needed to access the internet to
prevent them from being disenfranchised by the internet revolution.
We are also successful in running
a number of activities in our Family

Learning Programme to support hard
to reach families, focusing particularly on the development of adults’
and students’ literacy skills, and the
skills needed by parents to successfully see their children through adolescence. This includes joint lessons
with parents and children and educational visits to help promote effective
parenting. For example, as part of the
programme, the group (parents and
children) read a novel, Why the Whales
Came by Michael Morpurgo; the story
is set during World War One. In order
to gain an insight into what life was
like then the group visited The Herbert Museum in Coventry.
Andrew Marshall
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Education – a Journey in Time

Queen Jadwiga Complex of Schools No. 4,
Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland

Community – School Partnership
Cooperation between local community and school has become one of
the key strategies of many educational
institutions. An important effect of
these positive relations is promotion of
the school, which helps to attract pupils
and gain a reputation. Promoting school
in the local community is a long-term
and difficult task, which requires intentional and complex actions.
Among the institutions our school
cooperates with are the police, local
counselling services, fire department
or health service. Our pupils have
opportunities to participate in various
workshops, whose aim is to propagate
a safe and healthy lifestyle. Local police
department willingly cooperates with
our school, organizing presentations
and discussions on rules and regulations or violence. Children also take
part in competitions and projects
preventing aggression and dangerous
behaviour.

Our school’s activity encompasses
involvement in the local charitable
efforts which aim at collecting food,
clothes or money for the poor. Children willingly bring various products
to support special actions. Our school
cooperates with The City Hall during
campaigns supporting environment
protection or health promotion.
Local cultural institutions such as
the library, the cinema or The Youth
Centre of Creative Work are very willing
to cooperate with the school, offering
our pupils after-school education and
activities within numerous interests
groups. Local library often organizes
library activities which involve learning
about the history of literature and
Polish traditions, competitions or storytelling. Such cooperation has benefits
for the pupils and for the library – it
attracts young readers and promotes
library and media education.

Another important aspect of community – school partnership is the cooperation with the local mass media.
News about the school events can be
found in the Raptularz Kulturalny, a
magazine issued by the Public Library.
Such cooperation allows making the
inhabitants of our town acquainted
with the school’s activity.
Every year a group of teachers and
students promotes our junior high
school among pupils of the last grades
of primary schools from the green
areas. The main aim of this action is
to attract new students and promote our
school in the neighbouring districts.
Successful cooperation between
the school and local community is the
outcome of well-thought-out actions
and can bring the school prestige and
good reputation. Our management
and teachers constantly take steps towards strengthening this cooperation.

Educational Support for the Future Career
Helping pupils to choose the
right educational path is one of the
ways of supporting their future careers.
Pre-orientation programmes should
be available for all the students who are
going to face the problem of choosing
high schools. Each secondary school
establishes its own methods, aiming
at examining students’ interests, skills
and predispositions and thus facilitating the choice of the future education and profession.
One of the effective methods of
supporting pupils is organizing special classes devoted to pre-orientation,
led by specialists in the field of career
counseling. During such meetings
our youth has opportunity to identify
their strong and weak points, learn
about skills necessary for particular
14

professions and define their predispositions. Students complete various
tasks which help them to check what
they are good at and which high school
and occupation will be adequate to
their personality, interests and skills.
In the year 2010 our pupils took
part in the Global Entrepreneurship
Week. Students had opportunities to
meet the key employers from our region
and lecturers from the School of Economics. During lectures and workshops the participants could learn
about finances, professional carrier
or setting up a business. Our pupils
were informed about the possibilities of employment in the region and
participated in special trainings devoted to individual career, organized
by educationists.
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Every year our school has special
guests from various schools and institutions such as Sundry Crafts Guild
or Regional Agency for the Promotion
of Employment. They present possibilities of further education and encourage students to consider their
offer of schools and courses. Older

pupils also participate in yearly educational fairs of secondary schools,
which allow getting the information
about different high schools, their
profiles and didactic base.
Supporting our pupils in their educational development is a task performed not only by the teachers but

also by the institutions cooperating
with the school. Success in choosing
the best educational path is often
verified after a longer period of time
and that is why our school does its
best to maintain contact with the
graduates.

Family – School Partnership
Cooperation between the school
and students’ families is one of the
indispensable factors that shape the
school’s profile and decide about its
quality. Positive relations school –
families help to create appropriate
conditions for the child’s development because both the school and
the family are responsible for the
pupil’s intellectual and emotional
growth. Effective cooperation between the school and parents is one
of the tasks every school is willing to
achieve.
Our school cooperates with the
students’ families in many fields. One
of them is enabling them to exert influence on the school’s functioning.
Parents’ Council is a parent-led body
which has an important role in a decision-making process. Parents benefit
from being able to express their opinions on the schools’ documents such
as the school statute or educational programmes and the school’s financial
plan. Parents’ Council raises money to
fund the awards for the best students
or helps the poorest ones. Parents do
their best to support our school because they believe it improves the
school’s functioning.
Parents eagerly become involved in
renovations of our school – they support
the school financially or help to redecorate classrooms. Parents’ help is
invaluable as the school’s budget is
not always sufficient to cover all the
costs. Some parents become sponsors
of equipment, books or other teaching
aids. They often help with preparations
to school events or become involved
in different actions like meetings with
the police or law court representatives.
Parents’ contribution is also visible
during charity actions as they willingly
donate things and money.

One of the most important aspects of family-school cooperation is
a regular contact between parents and
teachers. Monthly meetings give opportunity to analyze students’ achievements or share observations. Parents
are informed about their children’s
grades and behaviour, which helps
to take steps towards improvement.
Such a meeting is also an opportunity
for both parties to exchange pieces
of advice on how to support pupils
and solve their problems. Parents can
receive support in the event of behavioural or emotional problems of their
children. Regularity of such meetings
allows to diagnose student’s deficiencies
and choose appropriate methods of
conduct. Thus, parents quickly become partners who look for advice or
assistance.
Our school supports parents by
organizing special lectures with teachers or psychologists. During such
meetings lecturers discuss various
problems concerning young students:
violence, safety or effective learning.
The lectures are organized at schools
and combined with multimedia presentations. Parents’ participation in
these meetings enables them to understand better teenagers’ problems and
thus help them to overcome difficulties.
Families of our students have an
opportunity to participate in a yearly

integrative picnic organized by the
school in May or June. Preparations
for the event take a few months –
school’s management and teachers
find sponsors or institutions which
would like to support our initiative.
It takes place in the open air and aims
at integrating school community and
students’ families. This event involves
sports competitions, karaoke, special
shows prepared by the fire brigade
or the police. Every year there are some
additional attractions like knights’
duels or makeup shows. Students bake
cakes or prepare traditional Polish
dishes which are sold during the picnic.
Pupils come to the picnic together with
their parents and siblings. Such an
event allows to get to know each other
and integrate the school’s community.
Parents of our students are often
invited to participate in school events
such as the celebration of Mother’s
Day, nativity plays or common carols
singing. There are a lot of occasions
to strengthen the relations school –
family. Possibility to watch the children’s talents is important for parents
because they can see that the cooperation teachers-students-parents has
visible effects. Younger pupils’ selfesteem may thus easily reach a higher
level because they feel safer and more
comfortable having opportunities to
show their talents in the presence of
their parents.
Family-school cooperation is an
important element of our school’s promotion strategy and the whole school
community does its best to strengthen
this partnership as it has positive effects
for both the school and families. The
school functions better if there is mutual assistance and collaboration and
that is why we highly value parents’
contribution to the school’s activity.
Aleksandra Raczak
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Grup Şcolar "Virgil Madgearu", Iaşi, Romania

The Quality in Education:
Tools, Methods, Improvement Measures
The Quality in Education is a permanent concern of any educational
system. In Romania, the concern for
assuring a quality educational process
has imposed the promulgation and
promotion of legislation in this field,
that comprises the reference standards and the bodies meant to contribute to the evaluation and maintenance of those standards by the educational institutions. According to
the Law No.87 from 2006, The Committees of Quality Evaluation and
Assurance - C.E.A.C. (that have been
working since 2003 in the technological high schools) have started
being organized in the Romanian
schools for internal evaluation. At national level, according to the same Law
87/2006, The Romanian Association
of Quality Assurance in the Pre-University Education, member of SICI (The
Standing International Conference
of Inspectorates) and ENQA-VET
(European Network on Quality Assurance in Vocational Education and
Training), has been organized.
ARACIP has as a goal the external evaluation of the quality of education offered by the pre-university
educational institutions and by other
educational organizations, and the
authorizing, accrediting and periodic
evaluation of pre-university educational institutions.
External Evaluation
The External Evaluation is made
by ARACIP, which, according to the
law, every 5 years has to assess all
educational institutions for the reaccrediting and the giving of marks
based on the national reference standards (1 - Unsatisfying, 2 - Satisfying,
3 - Good, 4 - Very Good, 5 - Excellent).
Nowadays these standards have been
tried on, resulting in the evaluation
of over 150 educational institutions
all over the country, and expecting to
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find funds in the future in order to
have all the institutions assessed, to
be able to make a hierarchy of them.
Another external evaluation is
the one made by the County School
Inspectorate (ISJ) that can do thematic inspections (on school documents, number of missed classes by
students, management level, teaching
of the curricula and constant marking
of students etc.) or frontal inspections
that assess the entire activity of schools
(management, documents, educational
process, students’ results etc.).
Internal Evaluation
In the 2011-2012 school year,
”Virgil Madgearu” High School, has
more than 1.300 students from primary to secondary education (Technological field, Services specialization)
and more than 80 teachers whose
activity is coordinated by the Management Team formed by the Headmaster (Mr Corneliu Carpen) and 2
Headmaster Assistants (Mrs Mariana Pintrijăl and Mr Teodor Dateş).
The Committee of Quality Evaluation
and Assurance supports the activity
of the leading staff and works with
the former, respecting mainly the
needs of the young people who have
joined the classes of our school, and

the needs of the community, in order
to assure a quality educational process.
CEAC has been reconfirmed this
year as having 4 teachers (Mrs Mihaela Ţurcănaşu -coordinator, Mrs
Lianu Jescu – member, Miss Daniela
Livadaru – member, Mrs Aurora Bălan – committee secretary), the Representative of Parents (Mr Marius Bălan),
the Representative of Students’ Council (Miss Ligia Ciobotaru), the Representative of the Teachers’ Union (Mrs
Adriana Dobri) and the Representative of the Local Council (Mrs Petra
Carp).
CEAC Attributions
• It coordinates the putting into
practice of the procedures and of the
quality evaluation and assurance activities; in our school there are over
30 general and operational procedures in use (the students with SEN
– Special Education Needs; the students capable of great results; the violence prevention procedures etc.);
• It assesses teachers’ level of performance according to the reference
standards. This is made by the heads
of the departments inspecting the
teachers on several occasions, at the
end of which they are given marks
(1 - Unsatisfying, 2 - Satisfying, 3 -
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Good, 4 - Very Good, 5 - Excellent),
having as a guide a complex Evaluation
Form (Communication Skills, Didactic Strategy, Assessment Techniques).
Based on these inspections, suggestions are made for improving the educational act. The Observation Forms
are sent to CEAC which files and analyses them; the feedback is given each
semester to the management team
of the school and to ISJ and, during
external evaluation, to ARACIP.
• Each year, it elaborates a vast
and detailed Report of internal evaluation on the quality of the education
in the school that must be sent to ISJ
until the 15th of September, which
contains a SWOT Analysis too. The
Report is disseminated to all the persons involved, by presenting it during
the Administration Staff’s Meeting
and the Teachers’ Meeting and on the
website of the school.
• It formulates proposals of improving the activities specific to attaining the desired quality standards
and monitors their putting into practice, based on an Action Plan, and it
also gives a feedback (debates, individual discussions with the teachers,
the parents and the students, questionnaires, the analysis of results).
The SWOT Analysis
Strong Points
Analysing the activity of CEAC in
the previous school year, we have noticed the following positive aspects:
• qualified and experienced teacher
staff, having an increased interest in
continuous qualifying;
• inclusive curriculum;
• great results at the school competitions;
• 100% fulfilment of the school

• the insufficient remuneration of
the teachers and rewarding of the
excellent students;
• the relatively small involvement
of parents in the school’s projects;
• the busy schedule of CEAC members who work without being paid or
having taken out other professional
activities from their schedule.
Opportunities

plan (from 8 groups of Year 9 in the
previous year to 11 groups this year);
• better results at the passing of
professional competences exams;
• diverse and appealing extracurriculum activities (preventing of
violence in and outside school, voluntary work, charity events, protection
of environment, tolerance focused
activities etc.);
• involvement of the school in European funded projects, with the aim
of improving the quality of the practical preparation of students (“Practical Preparation Periods in Touristic
Services at European Standards”,
“Qualify yourself! It’s your chance to
have a Qualified Job!”), the prevention of school abandonment (“Education means Future”) and of making
European Partnerships (“EducationA Journey in Time”).
Weak Points
In the process of assuring the quality in education in our school, difficulties have been experienced too.
These are connected to:
• the insufficient funds for the
improvement of the materials used
in teaching, like the IT components;

Among opportunities, there is the
accessing of European funds through
projects that contribute to:
• the modernising of the school;
• the raising of the school’s prestige;
• the making of partnerships at
national and local level;
• the offering by the school of qualifications popular on the internal
and external work market.
Threats
A negative effect on the quality of
education is given by:
• the insufficient funding of the
educational system (3.4% from PIB
compared to 6% that is stipulated of
the Constitution);
• the frequent changings in the
educational system and their contradictory effects.
In the conditions given, the assurance of quality in education means
a continuous effort from everyone
involved in this process – teachers,
students, the leading staff and last,
but not least, the parents and the
local community.
Mihaela Ţurcănaşu (History)
Aurora Balan
(Socio-Human Sciences)
Daniela Livadaru (Religion)
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Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg, Bünde, Germany

Quality in Education:
Tools, Methods, Improvement Measures
Quality management is seen by our
leadership team as a very important
task within all school processes.
In recent years we have managed
to develop a culture of evaluation in our
school that helps students, teachers
and the leadership team to constantly
improve the quality of learning. We
differentiate between intern and extern
evaluation and we work with various
evaluation methods.

Extern evaluation
Analysis of School Quality (Official
Instrument of Quality Measurement
of the Ministry of Education in North
Rhine-Westphalia)
In 2006 the Federal State of North
Rhine-Westphalia implemented the
Quality Analysis for all public schools.
In this extern evaluation a team of four
quality analysts assess the school’s

quality during a visit of 3-4 days in
which they evaluate lessons, hold interviews with students, teachers, various
teams, parents, company representatives and the leadership team. According to criteria that are valid for
all schools in North Rhine-Westphalia the team of quality analysts
check various aspects during their
stay in the school and they evaluate a
multitude of documents that have to
be handed in. After the visit of the
quality analysts schools receive a detailed report in which strengths and
weaknesses are outlined. This report
is the basis for further development
of every school. In agreement with
the Bezirksregierung (Regional Educational Authority) the schools can
then set up individual targets for their
further work.
Self-Evaluation In Schools (SEIS)
On a voluntary basis schools have
the opportunity to use SEIS as an instrument to measure schools’ quality.
This tool has been developed to support
schools in their quality development
process. It consists of a questionnairebased survey. Employing similar
criteria to those used in the official
Quality Analysis (see above) schools
have the chance to let students, parents
and companies give their feedback.
The results of the survey are given to
the school in form of a report and
can stay within the school or can be
published if the school wishes to do so.
Many schools appreciate this quality
measurement method to assess the
school’s processes in between the
4 years of the official Quality Analysis
circle.
Participation in official projects
and competitions
Deutscher Schulpreis: A visitor team
spent two days in the Erich-Gutenberg- 
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Berufskolleg, gaining insight in lessons, reading and evaluating concepts,
assessing the school’s atmosphere; interviewing teachers, students, parents
and company-representatives. (Result:
2010 among the 15 best schools in
Germany)
Schulentwicklungspreis Gute, Gesunde Schule: A visitor team spent one
day in the Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg, gaining insight in concepts,
assessing the school’s atmosphere;
interviewing teachers. (Result: 2009
and 2010 Gute, Gesunde Schule with
a price of 12,000 € each year)
Küchen für Deutschlands Schulen:
The Ministry of food and consumption,
a kitchen manufacturer and a famous
German TV-Chef sponsor kitchens
worth 40,000 € for schools. A jury
evaluates the concepts for the use of
these kitchens and the school’s concept
and idea of being a healthy school
for students as well as teachers. (Result: a kitchen for our students and
teachers in 2010)
Feedback of visitors: We regularly open our school to visitors of
e.g. other schools from all over Germany, universities, local companies,
local politicians, scientists working
on school developing processes. The
feedback and assessment of these
visitors is very useful for our quality
management. Especially after the implementation of our open learning
system a lot of interest has been
aroused which leads to regular requests concerning our concept and
its implementation.

Scientific evaluation by SOL-Institute: In cooperation with the SOLInstitute (Self-Organized-Learning)
in South Germany we established a
new system of open learning for our
students. We radically changed the
traditional teaching concepts. Throughout the implementation of this new
learning concept our work was evaluated by the SOL-Institute.
Intern Evaluation
Teacher Teams
To improve the quality of our lessons
we consider teachers who work together
in teams an essential element. To support the consistence and effectiveness
of various teams all teachers can hand
in their wish for their work in certain

classes or sectors at the end of every
school year for the following year. Thus
continuity in team work is made easier
for existing as well as newly-built
teams.
Teacher teams prepare students’
learning material together in their
teams to achieve a high quality in
lessons. Also, class tests and their
evaluation are the product of teachers’
work done in teams.
Coaching/Teacher-Shadowing
To achieve a high quality of all
school processes we have established
a system of coaching and shadowing
among teachers. New teachers are
integrated into our system with the
help of teacher coaches who are individually chosen and who accompany our new colleagues for a couple
of months thereby introducing them
into our system and our processes.
Every teacher takes part in a schoolintern teacher-shadowing-system.
Here lessons are evaluated, prepared
and done in teams of mutual trust
that everybody can choose according
to his personal situation.
Surveys
At the end of every school year
we evaluate our work, our processes
in all sectors with the help of questionnaires that are based on the criteria that are given by the Official
School Analysis.
Afra Gongoll
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Milas Anadolu Lisesi, Milas, Turkiye

Quality in Education
Developments
in Turkish Education
Our country’s education services
are organised as to meet the needs of
social life and modern age. Turkish
Education System has democratic,
modern, secular and coeducation characteristics. The aims of the system are
to increase prosperity and welfare of
Turkish citizens and society, to support
and accelerate economic, social, cultural development in accordance with
national unity and integrity, and to
make Turkish Nation contemporary
civilisation’s constructive, creative and
distinguished partner.
Principles of Education Policy are
determined as providing education
that aims productivity in life and occupation in accordance with national
structure, geography, culture and customs, preparing suitable education programmes and text books, establishing
modern schools with scientific opportunities, providing materials required
for education and forming the necessary
management and training staff who
can carry out education and training
services at the highest level.
Development Plans
In development plans, which are
prepared every five years, the manpower needs of the country, manpower
and employment relations, resources
allocated to formal and non-formal
education, distribution of these resources, measures for improving the
quality of education and training are
determined. Respective measures are
implemented in co-operation with the
related organisations and institutions
under the overall co-ordination of the
State Planning Organisation.
Technology-supported Education
Within all levels and types of educational institutions affiliated to the
20
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Ministry of National Education, it is
aimed to increase the quality, student
achievement, and competencies and
professional skills of the administrative
personnel and the teachers, to realise
more effective and efficient use of resources, and to help effective use of the
technology in education institutions of
all levels and types. Due to the objectives
put forward with the ‘Project for Globalisation in Education 2000’, Ministry
of National Education has aimed to
provide continuous education opportunities for all and everywhere by establishing "learning centres" and summarised the framework of its national
objective and policy in information
technologies as keeping pace with the
information age, educating people as
individuals thinking global acting local
to become ‘information society’, supporting every level of education system with
technology education, and increasing
the competitiveness of our society.
Accordingly, Internet Service Provider has been set up at Ministry of
National Education Data Processing
Centre, and Ministry of National Education WEB pages have been developed
on the computer. Through this site,
open education students can learn
their test results, and the recent state
of teacher designations can be seen.
(Services such as email is provided
through internet.)
Some services such as producing,
improving or adapting all kinds of
audio visual and numerical educational materials, services related to
public and private placement and graduation tests which are carried out
through central system, and data processing activities of Ministry of National Education's units of central and

provincial organisations are carried
out to be used in formal and non-formal education in the field of educational
technology, considering the long-term
contribution of Information Technology materials, which are to be used
in creating, directing, presenting and
sharing information.
In this context work has been realised regarding following areas:
- Improvement and application
of interactive distance education systems besides the production of educational television and radio programs
and audio visual cassettes for the individual use;
- Implementation of formal and
private placement, graduation and
promotion examinations organised
centrally;
- Fulfilment of tasks and services
related with information process for
central and regional organisations of
MONE;
- Preparation, production, and
broadcasting of radio and television
programs to increase the educational
and cultural level of people in GAP
(South-eastern Anatolian Project)
region;
Seminars – for the use of information technologies in education - to
teachers, school director, and deputy
directors of provincial national education directorates, inspectors; computer literacy courses for MONE personnel and software and hardware
courses for teacher trainers have been
provided in order to use computer and
computer based products in daily life,
teach the use of computer in schools,
bring together educational concepts
with technology education and technology support.

A New School Concept
Increasing the quality in education
brings about a new understanding of
school as well. The learner centred
model requires a new school development structure which renews itself
continuously with the participation of
everyone. In order to establish such a
structure the ‘Regulation on Education
Regions and Educational Boards’ has
been issued and put into progress. In
direction of the basic objectives of
national education, due to the new
emerging demands, schools have been
transforming into more complex structures in order to increase student
achievement, improve the quality of
education, and meet the educational
needs of the students. A new "School
Improvement Model"has been adopted
to realise this transformation in a
planned manner and to keep pace with
continual changes of the developing
school structure.
In order to provide quality in education, it became a requirement to
ensure the contribution of universities,
all sectors serving the educational
sector, and particularly the parents
in the improvement of schools. It has
been aimed to reach better conditions
in schools, by sharing responsibility
and working co-operatively within the
"School Improvement Model". This
model has been implemented in Curriculum Laboratory Schools and will be
expanded to other schools throughout
the country.
Satiye & Şakir Ertuĝrul
Teachers of English
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Vásárhelyi Pál Kereskedelmi Szakközépiskola,
Budapest, Hungary

The Quality Assurance System in our School
Making quality development one
of the fundamental goals of government’s educational policy was an essential step from the point of view of
the development of Hungarian public
education in 1999.
COMENIUS 2000 quality improvement programme for school education was launched on 31 January,
2000, and was to put quality assurance
into practice in Hungarian educational
institutions mainly according to the
expectations of the European Union
similarly to the previously applied
ISO and TQM models in economic
life.
The quality development programme worked out by the Ministry
of Education is important for either
schools or for teachers working there.
Their work can be helped on a daily
basis and their professional values
can also be revealed within the confines of financial rationality. The creators of the programme worked out
two types of institutional models,
Model I and Model II.
Institutional Model I earmarked
partner oriented operation whereas
Model II appropriated the full-scale implementation of the quality assurance
system.
In our school implementation of
Institutional Model I started in June,
2001. §40 of Act No. LXXIX of 1993 on
Public Education, which enacts the
obligation of preparation of an institutional quality assurance programme,
serves the base of Model I.
The objectives of Quality Assurance Programme in our school:
• The objective of our school education programme is to transmit values
that have a positive effect on students’
personality, school result, future, family and the social environment.
• Transmitting the above mentioned values are realised through
the curriculum, personal guide and the
school itself.
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The general objectives of the Quality
Assurance Programme of our school:
• strengthen functions of public
education in a wider circle of staff
• develop a quality centred view
and make it work as widely as possible
• create actual demands for quality
• define sources necessary for realising different processes and methods
used for testing, measuring and checking
’conformance’
• improve quality of education,
which should be the responsibility of
each member of staff

• with guided self-evaluation we
should attain 450 points at the next
measurement

The specific objectives of the Quality Assurance Programme of our
school:
• double the number of students
over college quota enrolling in the
ninth grade for the first time on the
basis of the standard of our work in
education and training, the reputation
and the process of enrolment in our
school
• enable students to acquire their
ECDL certificate by the end of the
twelfth grade
• all our graduates should go on
with their studies either in higher
education or in vocational training
programmes
• at least 40 per cent of our graduates should apply for higher education institutions
• at least 30 per cent of the students
in the twelfth grade should acquire
language proficiency certificate at intermediate level
• the average of the measurement
of student satisfaction should get to
70 per cent at the next measurement
• the average of the measurement
of support job satisfaction at school
should get to 70 per cent at the next
measurement
• public awareness of the quality
assurance system should reach 100
per cent, its acceptance should be 80
per cent

The chart above shows the relations of
institutional processes of quality assurance.
Four key processes are identified in the
area of quality improvement: education,
resource management, management responsibility, measurement, analysis and
development.

Education takes central part in
the key processes according to the
foundation letter of the institution.
Sub-processes:
• Enrolment
• Education support
• Students' evaluation
• Form-masters' job
• Teachers' job
• Organisation of exams
• Organisation of school events
• The operation of the Students'
Self Government
• The organisation of daily work
• Communication with the partners
Measurement, analysis,
improvement:
Measurements, analyses and improvements in connection with institutional operation, process control,
partners' needs, satisfaction and dissatisfaction ensure the achievement
of quality objectives.
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Sub-processes:
• Internal measurements
• Corrective, preventive and developing activities
• Partners' needs assessment
• Directed self- assessment
Management responsibility
The intervention and improvement
are based on the results of measurements, analyses, management control
and evaluations,
• Planning of educational work,
• Management control and evaluation,
• Document handling
Resource management
Key process, the scene of the intervention of the management
• New colleagues' employment
• Colleagues' evaluation
• Colleagues' training
• Economic planning, managing
and procurement
• Infrastructure operation
Documents of the quality management system:
• Foundation letter
• Operational and functional regulation and its attachments
• Pedagogical program
• Program of the quality management system
• The regulation of directed selfassessment
• Procedures of partners' needs
assessment
• Procedures of visiting lessons
• Procedures of lesson demonstrations
• Action plans emerging during
quality management
• Notes, analyses, etc... these are
stored in electrical and printed formats by the quality manager

Our institution has formed its indicator system the framework of
which data collection and data processing are made.
It covers the following areas:
• Professional criteria
• The fulfilment of partners' needs
• Partners' satisfaction and dissatisfaction
• Human resource development
• Asset management and finance
• Improvement of organisational
culture
• Improvement of institutional
processes
The institution, in order to
be able to adapt successfully to
the constantly changing internal
and external requirements, needs
continuous improvement and
for this purpose it relies on the
following:
• Partners' feedback
• The data of the indicator system

• Consistent organisational and
quality improvement work
• The involvement of colleagues
Evaluation and development
The quality manager is responsible
for the execution of the development
plan, who after the fulfilment of each
element of the plan, describes the
experience of execution on the management review and proposes necessary
corrections.
Data collection, the operation of
its necessary informational channels
and the analysis to prepare decisions
are the tasks of the quality team. Subsequently, decisions are made for the
next term yearly on the extended school
management meeting from the following options:
• Management measures
• Action plan
• Developing activity
• Preventive analysis
Andrea Szobotin

The control and measurement
of institutional processes and
activities
The institution has defined the
main processes and control of its
activities:
• Frequency
• Method
• Measurement points
• Executive responsibility
• Obligatory documentation
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„Otets Paisiy” High School, Smolyan, Bulgaria

Quality in Education:
Tools, Methods, Improvement Measures
There is a variety of general and concrete definitions
of the term. Quality means a dynamic agreement of the
results of a school’s activity with its mission and aims,
which are constantly changing according to students’,
parents’ and society’s needs, requirements and interests.
The term “quality of education” in itself is very difficult to define not only because it is multi-dimensional
and has multiple aspects. We also need to bear in mind
that the quality of education displays a complex dynamic
of development which in turn is determined by changes
in a school’s activities as well as by the transformations
affecting the social, economic, technological and political environment surrounding that school
The pedagogical process is necessary to analyze the
various data, including data related to the quality of edu-

cation. In this sense, testing the quality of education is an
integral part of development and classroom management.
For the first diagnosis is considered Confucius, who
created the first system of public examinations. In 1845.
American Thomas Mann established and put into practice
the first questionnaire to establish the level of knowledge
of students.
Diagnosis is determining the current status of the educational process.
Basic concepts in the educational diagnostics are:
• Assessment - the process of making evaluative decision based on the information about something. It can
be done based on the specific data but also of the observations and impressions.
• Measurement - assigning numbers to objects or
events by certain rules so that by the numbers to present
their quantitative characteristics.
• Testing - the process of implementation and use
of tests.
The quality of education is measured in every aspect
and each of the levels. It is a measurable quantity of the
school, regional, national and international level. There
are social, educational and economic aspect and attribute
of each of the key features of the educational system resources and operating results. Each of these levels, this
process is done through data analysis, application of targets and means of achieving them.
At school level there are various options for diagnosis.
For the subject Bulgarian language and literature the diagnosis is made by comparing the number of different estimates and the average grade obtained at entry level,
current test, class work.

At the beginning of each school year the entry-level
takes place. In our school we use the following options:
24
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Diagnosis at entry level classes and objects
1. Criteria and indicators for assessing
2. Table for determining the level of educational attainment in%
3. Analysis and conclusions
4. Measures to improve performance
Table for determining the level of
educational attainment in %

In this variant each teacher alone determines the criteria and indicators for assessment in accordance with
the regulations. Following a test or written work the
teachers complete the chart and the results are calculated as a percentage. Teachers make analysis and conclusions and identify measures to improve the results for
each class or individual students.At the end of the school
year in all classes is made baseline. The results are analyzed similarly.
In Bulgaria national evaluations are carried out at the
end of the school year on completion of degree -4, 7, 12
class. At the end of the school year,the school principals
receive data on the results of national tests. These data
enable them to assess the progress of their school or individual student in comparative terms, to make goals and
plan steps to improve the operation of the educational
institution.
Forms of external evaluation are based on standardized
methods and complementary assessment of the teacher
and in-tested forms. The results of external evaluation
and the State matriculations for every child and school,
and the average performance of the country are published.
The results are measured in points, and the Ministry of
Education sets the scale for the conversion of the points
in the evaluations. Then it is compared the estimates of
the external evaluation, annual evaluation of the student
of the subject and it is determined the difference. The
individual results are compared to schools with the national average results.

The National tests are a function of feedback - they
inform the public and interested professional societies

for the functioning of the education system, college management and teaching in a school - the effectiveness of
their activities. Later the analysis of the results of these
studies became the basis of the development plan of the
school.
The diagnostic of the quality of education can be used
for the Olympiads and competitions in different subjects.
Another issue is that in this case the results are compared only the best students at the school, municipal and
district level.
In our school we make efforts to improve the educational environment. We try to have a reasonable balance
between standardized and non-standardized methods
for assessing educational achievement. We are trying to implement non-traditional teaching methods and evaluation,
innovation, efficiency.
We believe that the vision of educational quality is
actually a vision for the development of the educational
system. Therefore we must have an adequate idea and
work to align our national school and educational realities
of global educational projects and sustainable development
of the education system in accordance with the needs of
the individual and society.
Mariya Peevska
History teacher
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The International School and Community College,
East Birmingham, United Kingdom

Quality in Education: Tools, Methods,
Improvement Measures
Quality assurance is a key component of the education system in Britain.
All schools are required to develop
quality assurance measures (in the
form of a SEF – Self Evaluation Form),
which government inspectors will use
when carrying out an inspection to
determine whether a school is performing to one of four judgements.
These judgements are: inadequate,
satisfactory, good or outstanding.
The evidence required to arrive at a
judgement is very comprehensive.
Moreover, the ramifications of each
judgement on a school mean that each
school’s own quality assurance measures should complement the in-

External Quality Assurance
All educational institutions whether
state funded or privately funded are
subject to inspections by the regulator Ofsted. Ofsted have a mandate to
inspect the quality of education and act
on inadequate or satisfactory practices. For institutions deemed inadequate Ofsted can enforce stringent
measures to secure improvement, even
closure. Our school has been inspected
at regular intervals, most recently in
November 2011 where we secured a
judgement of satisfactory with good
and outstanding elements. Whilst
there are many criteria Ofsted use to

work with teachers to ensure quality
teaching leads to quality learning. The
team also comprises of Advanced Skills
Teachers (ASTs) and some members of
the Leadership Team. The Teaching &
Learning Policy (as devised by the
T&L Team) is designed to promote excellence and raise standards through:
continuing professional development
(CPD), the monitoring and observing
of staff; intervening and supporting
where necessary.
Performance Management
All teachers have to complete an
annual performance management review with their line manager. The performance management process allows
teachers to follow a plan-do-review
process of setting and reviewing targets for each academic year. This is
especially important for unqualified
and newly qualified teachers, as well
as teachers seeking promotion as the
outcome of the performance management review can determine pay progression. Teachers can use an array
of evidence to support promotion including examination results of students or formative data showing a
significant improvement in progress.
Student Data

spection framework and therefore
show central government, local government and the regulator (Ofsted - Office
for Standards in Education) the quality
of education in each school.
Quality assurance is a key component of the leadership of the International School. Responsibilities on
the leadership team have been determined by the Framework for Inspection so that we can demonstrate
the quality of education in our school.
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determine this judgement, the main
are quality of teaching and quality of
learning (as determined by results
from students aged 16 and 18).
Internal Quality Assurance
The International School has a
small team dedicated to improving
teaching and learning. The Teaching &
Learning Team (led by the Assistant
Headteacher for Staff Performance),

All students have a projected ‘Path
to Progress’ when they join the school
in Year 7 (aged 11). The government
expects that all students make a minimum of three levels of progress
across the five years from Year 7 to
Year 11. Our school project how students should progress by creating
fifteen sub-levels across the five years
to make three levels of progress overall.
This equates to one sub-level per term
(about 12 weeks) so three sublevels
per academic year (about 36-38 weeks).
Every term, all teachers must submit
their progress data so it can be analysed by the T&L Team. If students
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are not making expected progress,
the T&L Team will intervene as appropriate, where necessary. It may be
that the student needs learning support or behavioural support or it may
be that the teacher needs coaching or
mentoring to address particular issues.
Every year, Heads of Faculty and
Department complete an examination
analysis of students entered into public
exams (aged 16, 17 and 18). This analysis
must reflect on student attainment
and reasons for positive or negative
results. The T&L Team in cooperation
with the leadership team will identify any interventions if necessary to
improve student attainment.
Staff Data
All teaching staff follow a three
cycle annual review. Each cycle corresponds with each term (about 12
weeks). During each cycle a member
of teaching staff will have one lesson
formally observed by their Head of
Department or Faculty; two lessons
will be dropped-in by a member of
leadership team looking at a particular
feature of teaching and learning e.g.
assessment for learning and an assessment check that will look at the
quality of marking in exercise books
and quality of levelling or grading in
formative assessments. The last two
processes are undertaken by the T&L
Team. If teachers are displaying weaknesses in the planning, delivering or

assessing of learning, the T&L Team
will intervene as appropriate, where
necessary. This could include holding
one-to-one mentoring or coaching
sessions, facilitating workshops for
small groups or facilitating lectures
for larger groups.
Evaluation by staff
Informally, all teaching staff are
encouraged to evaluate their teaching
on a regular basis. More formally, teachers are asked to complete a Training
Needs Analysis (TNA) so identify areas
of strength and areas for development.
The T&L Team co-ordinate the TNA
process to plan the continuing professional development of teachers and

teaching assistants according to the
needs of individuals. If a small group
of teachers identifies a development
need in a particular area, the T&L
Team can facilitate a small workshop
so practice can be developed.
Evaluation by students
Our school has a very active Student Council who meet on a monthly
basis to discuss issues of teaching and
learning. The meetings are student-led
with a senior member of staff having
the role of chairperson. During these
meetings, students are able to comment on the school environment, intraand extra- curricular activities, suggest
improvements to teaching and learning.
Comments and suggestions are considered by the Leadership Team with
many being followed-up. This is an increasingly important method of school
evaluation in the International School.
Moreover, parents complete questionnaires every year following a parent’s evening to complement those
completed by the students. This provides the school with valuable information on how our teaching is viewed
by the students and their parents.
Andrew Marshall
Assistant Headteacher
(Staff Performance)
Head of Faculty (Humanities)
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Queen Jadwiga Complex of Schools No. 4,
Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland

Quality in Education:
Tools, Methods, Improvement Measures
Polish education has been undergoing crucial transformations since
the early 1990s in the fields of administration, curriculum and teaching
methods. Measurement of the quality
in education is a relatively new concept in the Polish educational system.
Tools and methods have been gradually implemented for a few years.
So far, quality in education has been
measured by means of external and
internal evaluation. The former one
consists of a number of procedures
carried out by the Board of Education
or the Department of Education –
institutions supervising all schools.
The latter one is the school's internal
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system which encompasses all activities and processes aiming at measuring
the school's quality in various fields –
examinations results, teaching staff,
school's educational offer and facilities
available for teachers and students.
External evaluation
Pedagogical supervision over the
school is exercised by regional education authorities called superintendents, while organizational, administrative and financial supervision is
carried out by the bodies running
schools. External evaluation concerns
in particular:

- Effects of teaching and upbringing
- Processes taking place in the
school or institution
- Functioning of school/institution
in the local community
- School management
Superintendents carry out periodical control by examining school's
documentation and overall functioning.
Issues selected for supervision correspond with general directives defined
by the Minister of Education. Evaluation
measures the level of fulfilment of requirements of the Ministry. A given institution may reach a very high, high,
middling, basic or low degree of fulfilment of requirements. Pedagogical supervision bodies also support
schools in the use of evaluation results in the process of quality improvement by showing examples of good
practice or organising conferences and
consultations for directors of schools
and institutions.
The measurement of the educational achievements is carried out by
the Central and Regional Examination Commissions. The responsibilities
of Examination Commissions are to
prepare tests and examinations, analyse results, formulate findings, keep
appropriate records and prepare reports on tests and exams for school
heads, local authorities, pedagogical
supervision and finally for the Ministry
of Education. In Primary School there
is a test after the sixth grade and in
Junior High School – final examinations encompassing science, humanistic subjects and a foreign language.
The results of the exams are crucial
while choosing a high school. These
examinations give an important feedback on the students' knowledge and –
to some extent– on the school's functioning and quality.
An objective measurement of pu
pils' achievements (and teachers’ effec-
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 tiveness) is a subject competition or
ganised at the regional or national level.
Some of them guarantee winners’ free
admission to a secondary school. Students' participation and successes
in such contests may prove that the
school's teaching methods are effective and thus upgrade its position in
rankings and promote the institution
in a local community.
Value-added assessment
This concept refers to a new way of
analysing test data that can measure
both teaching and learning. It is based
on a comparison of a student's test
scores over a span of several years
and shows to what extent a particular
teacher or school had influence on the
student's achievement. Value-added
assessment shows any amount of progress that a given school has made,
even if the single results from the final
examinations are not satisfactory.
This form of assessment gives educators a powerful diagnostic tool for
measuring the effectiveness of pedagogy. Until now, it has been functioning as a pilot project in Poland.
Internal evaluation
Polish schools take various steps
towards quality assurance. Every year
we organize mock examinations so as
to receive feedback on the students'
possible backlog and have time to
prepare them before the actual exams.
After all the examinations and diagnostic tests we work out conclusions
and implement necessary changes to
our programmes. This helps us to
improve our teaching methods and
techniques and thus the exam results.

The headmaster of each school is
responsible for supervising the teaching
staff by observing their lessons at least
once a year. After the inspections,
the headmaster and the teacher evaluate the effectiveness of the lesson together and analyse various aspects of
the instruction together. Overseeing
the teachers' work helps to maintain
a good level of teaching and through
cooperative and constructive supervision the headmaster can upgrade
the quality of education.
In our school, we put emphasis
on a successful cooperation schoolfamily-local community and that is why
we constantly carry out surveys so as
to get the feedback on the functioning
of the school. In May 2011 we asked parents to complete the questionnaire
on the quality of our school. They
answered questions concerning educational achievements, school's equipment, extracurricular offer, safety at
school and school's cooperation with
local institutions. The outcomes of
the questionnaires were an important feedback for the school's management and helped to determine strong
and weak points of our school. All the
parents' suggestions were taken into

consideration while preparing teaching
plans, lessons and extracurricular
classes.
Improvements
Each school organizes in-service
courses for its teachers. Their aims
are to improve teaching methods
and update knowledge in education
and thus improve quality in teaching.
A lot of teachers participate in other
forms of in-service trainings – postgraduate studies, courses, conferences
and workshops. This contributes to
the improvement of teaching methods
and techniques.
Quality of an educational institution can be best determined by the
amount of students willing to enrol
in our school. This is an important
feedback for the school's management as it confirms effective functioning of the school. Each year we
try to extend our educational offer and
analyse students' reasons for enrolling
to schools beyond their district.
The effectiveness of Polish educational system and the success of
reforms can be observed in PISA Programme for International Student
Assessment devoted to the assessment
of skills of 15-year-old pupils. In the
years 2000-2009, the highest increase
in the EU was noted in Poland. This
type of measurement of quality in education shows that the educational
system in Poland is heading towards
a right direction.
Aleksandra Raczak
Webgraphy:
1. “Organisation of the education system
in Poland (2009/10)”, EURYDICE
Publications.
http://eurydice.org.pl/sites/eurydice.org.
pl/files/Eurybase_EN.pdf
2. http://www.men.gov.pl/
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Grup Şcolar "Virgil Madgearu", Iaşi, Romania
coordinator school
Grup Şcolar „Virgil Madgearu”, Iaşi, founded in 1962, has a technological profile (with a focus in economics) and is a successful part of
the tradition of Economic Education in Iaşi. We are preparing students
for fields such as accounting, commerce, tourism, public alimentation.
Our school has an enrolment of about 1350 pupils, attending classes 1
through 12. We have a rich experience in this programme, having participated in 6 Comenius partnerships, 3 Leonardo da Vinci projects and
Phare 2003 project).
Our students come from different social and ethnic backgrounds. A
great number of them have a high risk of social exclusion, which is confirmed by the high number of social security and governmental scholarships given to families with low incomes
(more than 25 per cent of the students have them).We also have gipsy pupils, who are in a higher percentage than
gipsy students, and students from the Republic of Moldova. These figures justify the school’s effort of finding the
most suitable solutions by developing an inclusive type of educational system. In addition, we have some special
classes for students with moderate SEN, which learn together with normal developed students, in order to get integrated and avoid discrimination and isolation.
By implementing „A Second Chance” Program we are offering a special educational framework for adults, the
only one of this kind in Iasi County. By means of this program, those adults that have no education or were forced,
by different reasons, to abandon school, have the opportunity to continue their study and graduate at least the primary and the secondary level. If they are willing, they can attend the upper-secondary classes and, after graduation,
get a certificate in a certain specialty (public alimentation, waiter and so on). All these risks conduct naturally to a
low level of motivation for learning and it is our goal to stimulate it and increase it in order to get a quality education.
Grup Şcolar „Virgil Madgearu”, Iaşi, is an educational institution that provides high level training, balanced
development of students’ personality, intellectual and professional skills for labour market integration, ability to
successfully pursue higher education forms and exercise of business initiative. Our school has as main purpose to
ensure intellectual and professional skills for labour market integration. This is the first step in providing the ability to successfully pursue higher educational forms. We offer education and training at European standards in
the field of Services, been able to support career development and we do this without hesitation. We strive not only
to help the students follow their professional path, but to make sure they do this as dignified and socially integrated individuals.

Vásárhelyi Pál Kereskedelmi Szakközépiskola,
Budapest, Hungary
Vásárhelyi Pál Secondary Vocational Trade School, which was built
in 1986, is situated in 21st district of Budapest in Hungary. As far as the
architecture of the school is concerned, it is beautiful as for its furniture
and equipment is one of the most modern schools in the country. Its big
advantage is that it lies on a big area with its a huge sports field and with
its decorative schoolyard serving for sports events and high-standard
school festivities. The efficiency of education is improved by the aesthetic and friendly surrounding, and the most modern educational tools
in the classrooms.
We provide general education to the 9th-13th grades and we also
teach professional orienting subjects and vocational subjects. In our institution students can attend foreign language preparatory in classes.
The final exam certificate qualifies students to continue their studies in higher education institutions, as well
as in professional trainings where they can acquire a medium- or high level of professional state acknowledged
certificate. The biggest aim of vocational education is to develop students’ market-oriented attitude and make
them be prepared for the requirements of labour market.
In accordance with our profile we also put great emphasis on the education of foreign languages (English, German French, Russian and Italian). Our closed circuit multimedia system with the rapidly growing DVD material
also enables students to become more successful in their studies.
We take good care of our students’ health and fitness. The school has a gym, a fitness room, two tennis courts
and a football pitch ensure numerous opportunities for regular exercise, competitions and matches not only in the
P.E. classes but also in students’ free time. Students can also learn the basic computer skills, software and word
processing systems in our four well-equipped computer rooms.
The school also operates as a centre of ECDL exams where students can obtain a certificate of computing accredited by the European Union. Our library has more than 20.000 (twenty thousands) volumes; compulsory
readings, literature, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, professional literature all providing best condition for preparation for classes, exams and competition.
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Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg, Bünde, Germany
The Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg has its origins in 1884 and is a vocational
college in the field of business and administration. Currently we have approximately 1600 students either in the dual system, i.e. students who are employed
at a local company and receive their theoretical training in our college or students in the fulltime-sector who are educated for their next higher general degree
up to the university-entrance-qualification. Additionally we provide our students
with basic professional skills in the field of business and administration.
Our teaching team consists of 90 teachers whose average age is around 40
years. 57% of our teachers are females, 43% males.
For the last 12 years our college has been very active in an innovative development. In 1997 we entered the
project Schule & Co., a school development project sponsored by a foundation and the Ministry of Education. The
focus in this project lay on the development of modern teaching concepts. In 2002 the project was followed by
Selbstständige Schule, a project focusing on the transfer of certain responsibilities to individual schools.
For our college these two projects were especially valuable because we entered into a successful process of
school and especially teaching and learning development.
In 2007 we started work with a completely new learning concept giving our students the chance to learn according to their needs and giving us the chance to integrate individual support for all our students during lessons.
This concept has aroused interest in the whole of Germany as it gives students in a very exceptional way the chance
to take over the responsibility for their own, individual learning process and result.

Milas Anadolu Lisesi, Milas, Turkiye
Milas Anatolian High School (Milas Anadolu Lisesi) is stated in the central
of Milas city in the south-west of Turkey. We have 40 teachers and an enrollment
of 520 students. The school prepares students for university. We have 3 different
parts in school beginning from 10th grade. The numerical classes educates on
Mathematics, Sciences and cultural lessons.
The Turkish-Maths classes educates on Turkish language structure, Mathematics and cultural lessons. The foreign language classes educates on English language structure. The school has got lots of students whose families moved from the
east of the country to work here in factories, fields, tourism and building sector.
Because of being very close to Bodrum which is an international well-known
town for entertainment; most of our student’s relatives work in tourism sector. So this makes a cultural confusion
in student’s minds. They try to obey their traditional rules facing to Bodrum’s unlimited, timeless, interesting life.

„Otets Paisiy” High School, Smolyan, Bulgaria
"Otets Paisii" General Secondary School is the newest educational institution
in Smolyan with its 28 year old history and traditions. The school is unique with
its architecture with buildings at different levels which is in harmony with
Rhodopean nature. Smolуan, a fairy and legendary town, is located in the heart of
the Rhodopa mountains.
The building is interesting with a winter garden. For the celebrations and
school events there is a small amphitheatre and a big hall. There are computer
classrooms, a school library, a choreographic hall. The school owns a well-organized sport complex, a gym, a fitness room, playgrounds and a swimming pool.
There are students from first to twelfth grade. The studies are organized through regular classes, free elective subjects and optional subjects. The elementary level offers compulsory optional subject in Bulgarian and English languages, Mathematics, Computer studies and free elective subject in swimming and choreography. The
secondary level students can choose a compulsory optional subject from the following: Bulgarian and English languages, Geography, History, Biology, Information technology, P.E.
From the ninth to twelfth grade the students can get additional training in the following three profiles: Sport
(Football), I.T. and Hairdressing. The school has a small hairdresser's, where pupils have lessons and they are
taught to be a hairdresser. A lot of prominent professionals got there secondary education in our school.
Teaching at Primary and Secondary School has always been challenging — not only because of the competitive learning environment but also because of the high requirements for both students and teachers. The teachers
use proven modern educational systems and perform their duties professionally.
The teachers and students work together for the school newspaper and the radio "Break".
All they are united with the motto: "Knowledge is strength, learning is work."
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The International School and Community College,
East Birmingham, United Kingdom
Our school is The International School as is located in the east of Britain’s
second largest city, Birmingham. We are a Specialist Business and Enterprise
College, a Microsoft Academy and have the International School Award. We
have an enrolment of 700 students aged 11-18. We are a multi-cultural, multifaith school with a wide mix of ability levels; we are proud to have over twenty
spoken languages at our school and amenities for the observance of all major
world religions. We have dedicated teams of teaching and non-teaching staff to
work with our children who have special educational needs; including those
with weak literacy and numeracy but also those children who have arrived with
English as their second or third language. Our pastoral care and support is rated
as ‘outstanding’ by the school’s inspectorate to recognise the service we provide
for our young people.
Our vision is to develop our school into an exciting and caring learning community, where all students and
staff work together to discover and develop their talents and skills and where the learners of today become the leaders of tomorrow. Part of this vision includes developing strong global links around the world. We are twinned
with secondary schools in Turkey, Sri Lanka, the Czech Republic and China. To realise this vision, our school has
just been fully refurbished throughout based on the latest pedagogy (with subject learning clusters) and with the
latest technologies to ensure teachers can prepare and equip our 21st century learners with the knowledge and
skills necessary to achieve.
We have a large range of ICT facilities to support our growing global partnerships including the Moodle Virtual
Learning Environment and ePals. We are also registered on eTwinning and eLanguages to support our teaching
and learning. As a school we have some exciting sustainable and global projects including: A school garden project where we are growing flowers from around the world; A school farm project where we are growing fruit and
vegetables from the UK; A Fair-trade project to make us a Fair-trade school; - An Eco-Schools project to make us
a sustainable school e.g. recycling/re-using our resources.
The Teaching and Support Staff are committed to providing a supportive, stimulating and challenging environment where all students are encouraged to fulfill their potential.

Queen Jadwiga Complex of Schools No. 4,
Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland
Queen Jadwiga Complex of Schools No. 4 is located about 5 km from the
centre of Dąbrowa Górnicza, near a beautiful lake Pogoria. Its name comes from
a Polish monarch – Jadwiga who was actively engaged in the cultural and educational life in Poland in the 14th century. The school consists of three units: a
Kindergarten, a Primary School and a Junior High School. There are over 300
pupils and 60 teachers in our school. The school has got a lot of sports facilities –
a swimming pool, playing fields and gyms, two computer rooms, a language laboratory, a library, a school canteen, a common room and a lot of well-equipped
classrooms. Our highly-educated and experienced teachers constantly update
their knowledge and implement innovative methods and techniques.
Teachers at our school cover syllabus for general education and realise a few innovation programmes. Students
can attend extra classes – interests' groups, sports activities, a school theatre and language clubs. They learn two
languages: English and German. Apart from regular lessons we organise a lot of trips in the region of Silesia and
visits to cinemas, theatres and other cultural institutions. We try to involve our students in charity actions and ecological campaigns organised in our town. Our students take part in projects developing their creativity, language
skills and ability to cooperate.
A lot of our students are contestants and scholarship holders. Participation in school contests encourages
them to search for information in different sources and study on their own. There are a few classes with extra
programmes for swimmers and that is why lots of our students have accomplishments in this field. Children from
the Primary School participate in many nationwide projects which promote safety and healthy lifestyle. Our educational aims concentrate on broadening our students' minds, encouraging them to think creatively and achieve
successes in various areas.
Our school cooperates with many local institutions such as The Youth Centre of Creative Work or The Public
Library. Students have opportunities to attend various workshops and courses, which supports their development and helps to discover their talents. We also put emphasis on positive relations with our pupils' parents, who
often support our school financially and help to organise school events such as our annual integrative picnic for the
school community and their families. We highly value our students' opinions and that is why we often carry out
surveys so as to inquire about their views and ideas and thus improve our programmes and teaching methods. We
do our best to promote our school on both local and international scale and hence our participation in a Comenius
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